Arrow
Climbers
Like many climbers in the late 1970s the artist
and designer Phil Gibson was inspired to make the
pilgrimage to Yosemite. Here he recounts his first visit
to the Valley and a gruelling and sometimes surreal
ground up ascent of the Lost Arrow spire by way of
the rarely climbed Lost Arrow Chimney.
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rian shouts up: echoed Americanisms in the deep,
dark chasm.
‘Good job, Phil’.
‘No Brian, I’m bloody terrified’, I bawl back. ‘These old
bolts are rotten and I’m 20 feet from my last runner’.
There was no reply. What the hell, he can’t hear me
against the roar of Yosemite Falls which muffles the sound
of my surging panic.
I continue to back and foot up the perfectly dimensioned
shaft running vertically through the bowels of the Lost
Arrow, trying to hold back the vision of my body rattling
down the inside of the chasm to be pressed and mangled
into the narrows below him.
Would we get out of here? As an abseil retreat would be
impossible down eight pitches of twisting, contorting, ropetangling chimney, I have to press on.

left:
Ink drawing of
Yosemite Falls, Lost
Arrow with Giant
Sequoias.
artist:
Phil Gibson

it is seven in the morning, September 1978, and i
am asleep in euston Station. a voice on the tannoy
interrupts my dreaming with an announcement that
my train to Stoke is about to depart. Jumars, bongs,
and pitons pierce my back through the bedraggled
haul bag as i awake, arched, across the cold mirrored
floor. i am on the final leg of my journey home from
The Trip and am jet lagged; my mind echoes to the
thunderous roar of water, and memories of scraped
knees, torn elbows, a thirst-wrenching throat, the
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right:
One year after
success on Lost
Arrow Gibson
returns to the valley.
Photographer:
Gibson collection

searing heat, and soaring granite walls under cobalt
skies.
But i am inconsolable. after only a few hours
back in the UK, i have had my films, expensive
Pentax camera, sketchbook and hand luggage stolen
as i slumbered. The only thing they couldn’t take,
ironically, was the huge hardware laden sac’ now
pricking at my dream.
Poignantly, i remembered the words of aleister
Crowley: ‘I had done it myself and found not only that the
pearl of great price was worth far more than I possessed,
but the very privations of the quest were themselves my
dearest memories. I was certain of this at least: that
nothing in the world except this was worth doing’.
only a few months earlier i had just completed
six years of training at art school, and was yearning
to make the pilgrimage to one of the most beautiful
places on earth: the Yosemite Valley. like so
many climbers of my generation i had read many
books about it, and as an artist had seen those stark
monochrome images by ansell adams. for me he had
portrayed it all.
But it was galen rowell’s Vertical World of Yosemite
that had intoxicated me and fuelled the desire to
struggle up those huge black and white granite walls
in the searing Californian heat. rowell’s book is a
collection of pioneering adventures by nelson, Steck,
Sherrick, robbins, Pratt, Chouinard and, above all,
Warren Harding. rowell had photographed Harding
sitting in a folding chair below the firefall Wall
wearing a cowboy hat apparently dropped by tourists
from above. it summed up the mood of those times.
i was sure my long gritstone apprenticeship and
fitness training would serve me well. five days after
my graduation i would be in ‘The Valley’, deposited
by greyhound transit from San francisco. i had taken
one of the cheap long haul flights familiar to many of
that era, a ‘Standby’ ticket, secured after an overnight
pavement campout in front of TWa’s london HQ.
Determined to get my ticket, i had inspected the
various airline check-ins with my brother the day
before to make sure i was first in line. other climbers
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i knew had opted for the longer, more adventurous
route 66 from Chicago to los angeles before
hitchhiking the final leg from la to Yosemite. freddie
laker’s ‘Skytrain’ also opened up the ‘american
Dream’ to many climbers. To the uninitiated it was
the ‘no frills’ airline business model that has since
proven to be very successful, but it was better and
more honest than today’s operations.
arriving at Camp 4 i felt like a kid on his first
day at school. i stood in a short queue to take a
plot assigned to me by an important looking Park
ranger sat inside a little cabin. There was a little
noticeboard advertising all sorts of american climbing
paraphenalia. i pinned my name and plot number up
in the hope of recruiting another ambitious spirit. i
remember writing in pencil from a torn piece of my
sketchbook: need a climbing partner, Phil, British,
Site 21. i also had a natty little Union Jack sewn to
the top of my haul sac which i hoped would entice
some american climber.
Stays at the camp were limited to a week and were
roughly a couple of ‘bucks’ per night, but i soon learnt
that there were many ways of dodging the system. i
simply moved from camp to camp during my time in
the valley, and, during the later days when i needed
more rest, i preferred to stay at muir Tree camp: just a
short walk away across the merced river.
Jet lagged, i wandered through the camp. all was
quiet as most people were either out climbing or,
equally likely, recovering from an all-night party, high
on weed. my tensions were eased by the relaxed and
carefree surroundings: the make-do shelters, open
camp fires, slack lines stretched between tall pine
trees, and the make shift gym apparatus. above all
else, there was the wonderful aroma of the trees. To
this day, whenever i find myself amongst pine forests,
i am reminded of those golden days in the Yosemite
Valley.
later that afternoon, after making camp, i
wandered over to the visitor centre to get my bearings
and see the layout of the valley. although i knew
it well from all the stories i had read, no book can

prepare you for the breathtaking scale and vastness
of the Valley. The sheer height of some of the granite
walls, rising vertically above forests of giant sequoias,
was awe-inspiring and inconceivable.
i approached the little kiosk in front of the
Yosemite Visitor Centre and asked the neatly dressed
Park ranger if he knew of any climbers who were

seeking partners in the valley. His voice didn’t have
that wilder Californian drawl, but was a much broader
mid-western accent. ‘Yep, i get off work mid-afternoon
if you wanna go climb a rock,’ he said. from that
point on Brian became my climbing partner for much
of the trip. He was a climber from Denver and we
quickly formed a solid climbing team. friendships
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happen like that.
our first climb was Monday Morning Slab (5.8)
culminating in Patio to Coonyard (5.10b) on the slabs
of glacier Point apron. We both thought that this
would be a good introduction. Switching leads we had
a lot of fun, with Brian taking the inevitable fall or
slide on the final section. it was quite comical to see
him come skidding down past me in a fixed crab-like
position: grimacing as the heat of the friction slide
built up on his fingers and boots. it was somewhat
akin to climbing on the etive Slabs, but without the
midges.
as the days and weeks rolled by i climbed with a
variety of folk from the camp. i got to share a rope
with some really slick Californians who showed me
some of the tricks of direct aid climbing with stacked
nuts and micro wires. Sack hauling too was a new
discipline and very hard work, particularly when
loaded with water on routes like Washington Column
South Face (5.9/A2) and the Steck-Salathé (5.9) on
Sentinel. although i was aching to do Salathé Wall
and The nose on el Cap, the big wall cognoscenti
warned me that i would be fried.
Brian had to break from his work programme in
the Valley for a brief stint up in Tuolumne meadows
and he invited me along, dropping me at a small
campground by Tenaya lake. it seemed customary for
the locals to help the late arrivals pitch their tents and
then offer some weed. most convivial i thought. We
got a chance to sample The Yawn (5.9) on medlicott
Dome and many of the other Higher Sierra delights.
as our climbing partnership cemented we both
wanted to do one of the more famous classics that
would be within our reach. most days we found
ourselves staring up at the lost arrow. it was
impossible to miss. it was even displayed on postcards
and posters everywhere. Brian suggested we hike
up, as most teams do, and abseil into the ‘notch’ to
left: Sorting gear on top of the Lost Arrow with the lights
glimmering in the valley below.
Photographer: Lawrie Parsons

do the arrow tip. But that would cheat the route, i
said. audaciously i suggested we combine it with the
esoteric Lost Arrow Chimney (5.10b). it had assumed
classic status in rowell’s book and had hooked us
both. my thick green roper guidebook warned: ‘its
popularity has waned recently, perhaps due to the
sobering knowledge that in 1964 it was climbed
without artificial aid by Chuck Pratt and frank
Sacherer’. The problem with this route, however,
would be how to get back to the rim once completed.
Brian had a cunning plan. lawrie, his girlfriend, was
due in camp any day. She and another ranger, mark
Butler, who was also a climber, would hike to the top
and engineer a fixed rope at the notch as we exited
the chimney. it was a perfect solution, but just to be
sure we checked out the start of the approach trail
behind the visitor centre the day before. We sorted
a varied rack of the largest hexentrics we could lay

above:
Tools of the trade
1978. Chouinard
hexentrics,
Strawberry Mountain
chalk bag, Royal
Robbins hollow crabs
and troll sewn tapes.
Photographer:
Phil gibson
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right:
As darkness falls we
set up a Tyrolean to
get off the spire.
Photographer:
Lawrie Parsons

our hands on and packed a small haul sack to drag
our jumars, water and other equipment and supplies
through the chimney.
He had arranged to pick me up at 4.30am from muir
Tree campground, but i was awoken in the middle
of the night by a tremendous clanging and crashing.
it was a group of brown bears rummaging in a nearby
waste skip. i dared not move. These ‘dumpsters’ were
a special type of night safe designed to prevent bears
from eating our leftovers. all fresh food was stored
in bags and hauled up into the trees on cables by the
camp occupants to thwart the bears. But that night i
had made the potentially fatal mistake of keeping a
little grub with me just to get me going in the early
morning. When the sound of grunting and sniffing
moved towards my tent, believe you me, i made a very
sharp exit.
Hiking up in the dark to the base of the lost arrow
was a real bushwack through sandy forests of scrub
oaks and prickly pines. We got completely lost in a
dense mist which clung to us as we scrabbled around
to find the foot of the chimney. as the light dawned
i could just see the silhouette of the spire searing
through the mist above. The first few easy pitches of
3rd and 4th class went quickly as we climbed solo.
But then Brian got stuck for nearly an hour below an
obstinate 5.9 roof somewhere around the third roped
pitch. This deposited us, flailing, onto Horseman’s
ledge. it was a bad start and i was shouting up to
hurry, but we couldn’t hear a damn thing with all the
noise from the falls.
The crux as i seem to remember, and it turned very
nasty, was around pitch 8. The climbing followed a
crumbling, gently overhanging groove scarred with
pin holes. it felt desperate and dangerous in equal
measure. i pulled on some sketchy looking friable
flakes in the wall of the chimney where the cleft
opened up before everything went blank – very blank.
it was a precarious back and foot, chimneying affair.
The consequences of a fall were all too obvious – you
would go down a long way into a narrow rough chasm
which closed very quickly. Without today’s modern
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camming devices it was almost impossible to protect,
and how i wished for knee pads which would have
taken the bite out of the rough walls of the chimney.
The steepness of the route became evident when i
hauled the sack: it never touched rock.
This crux section, which had been aided by earlier
parties, was probably a3/4 and was littered with what
could be best described as museum relics. even so you
had to put the whole thing into perspective: Salathé
had got up the thing in work boots back in the 40s.
and here was i in a fancy pair of ‘eddie merckx’
cycling pants which were totally trashed when i
reached the notch.
Pitch 9 was the Squeeeeeeze chimney and was like
three elder Cracks in quick succession. it was savage,
brutal and totally physical deep in the blackness of
this gut of the climb. The whole place had a sinister
air and i recalled reading about a tragedy that had
happened hearabouts*. We relinquished the Harding
Slot as we were both ‘big chaps’ and opted instead for
the alternative pitch 10 finger crack culminating in
a small roof. Warren was tiny back then. The hole or
slot is a short cut to the notch which pops out above a
massive void. it’s historic by all accounts. But i didn’t
fancy caving at 1,400 feet.
Brian was grateful for my gut wrenching lead. We
both emerged from that impudent cleft, euphoric, to a
wonderful place filled with light and silence.
The final plan was for lawrie and mark to drop us
fixed ropes so we could climb the Spire connected to
the rim and thus set up the tyrolean. no such luck.
either they were delayed, or buzzed out on weed,
somewhere on the trail on the way up. We shouted
for what seemed an age before giving up and drinking
the final dregs of our warm water. at this point we
were so delirious with exhaustion that i suggested we
should crash on and try throwing the rope across to
the rim. Brian was up for anything by now and set off
linking the two pitches up to the Salathé ledge. The
final pitches were to be mine for the taking and i had
delusions of grandeur of leading it free at 5.12b.
Before i set off, however, ax nelson’s comment

about leaving that ledge came rushing into my brain.
it was, he wrote: ‘like stepping out the window from
the hundredth floor of the empire State building onto
a window ledge’.
all was going well until i hit a series of bolts minus
their hangers at the hard section. free climbing was
off the sports plan as i hooked stopper wires over
what remained of the corroded hangerless bolts.
The exposure was everything nelson had said and
i became spooked by the panoramic drop rotating
around me. it was 1,600 vertical feet to the base of
the falls. The last 20 feet were on flint-hard, flawless
granite, and i arrived at the top screaming in elation.
By now lawrie and mark had arrived and were
shouting and waving across on the rim. Brian
quickly joined me on the very tip and i remember his
comment, ‘good job, Phil’. We added our names to
the small notebook kept inside a little alloy mess box
bolted into the middle of the spire.
from this point on things became surreal as i
attempted to ‘chuck’ the rope across the void to the
rim. i tied my peg hammer to weight the end of a
good byte of rope and then coiled a tidy loose handful.
giant, whirring arcs of rope circled upwards and then
downwards as i attempted to build momentum to
bridge the gap. Brian flattened himself against the
rock to avoid being struck by the peg hammer as it
came whizzing past. Pathetically the hammer and rope
dived into the abyss barely making half the distance. i
quickly realised that there was no way i could throw a
rope 90 feet horizontally. it was hopeless.
after some time mark yelled across with a solution.
The crazy Californian would abseil into the notch and
then jumar up the full 150 feet of rope we had dropped
down with the jumars attached. His abseil ropes would
remain connected to the rim for the tyrolean back.
absolutely outrageous i thought, as he jugged the
overhanging void swinging backwards and forwards.
i think he really was high as he whooped in a crazy
yell! With all three of us established on the tip lawrie
engineered the rope as we pulled it back to double it
up. i was first man out, quickly sliding and diving into
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the void as the ropes stretched. Then using the jumars
for a 45 degree upwards jug to the tree, i was home
free and received a welcoming hug from lawrie. The
american team soon followed, now by moonlight.
mark and i left the two lovers to spend the night on
the rim. as we paused to look from the belvedere we
could see a marvellous panorama of the whole valley
with many of the falls lit up by the moonlight. finally
we went down into the darkness like fallen warriors. i
still found it hard to accept, as we hiked the eight mile
trek down ankle breaking switchbacks, that we had
done one of the most gruelling climbs in the Valley in
a day.
as one american wrote: ‘The day you do the lost
arrow Chimney is the day you do more work than any
other day of your life’.

Lost Arrow Chimney (5.10b) with Lost Arrow Tip
(5.10d/A1), 15th august 1978. free with some aid
near the tip. alt. leads: Phil gibson and Brian
Parsons.
The following year the route appeared in Fifty
Classic Climbs of North America by Steve roper
and allen Steck. over the coming years gibson
returned to the Valley to enrich his life with further
adventures with his american partners. it would
deepen friendships for years to come.
*We will never know what exactly happened.
Steve roper in his ‘Recollections of a Yosemite
Rockclimber’, pp. 110-111, gives the following
account of irving Smith’s death in 1960: He may
have rappelled off the end of the rope; perhaps the
rope knocked a loose rock down onto him. more
likely, however, is that he had reached the notch
and was making the transition from rappel to the
shattered granite gap when he lost his balance or
grabbed a loose rock. He plunged into what i regard
as one of the most sinister places in the Valley: The
arrow Chimney. His body ricocheted down this
dreadful crack for 500 feet, lifeless long before he
smashed onto a chockstone ledge.

